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Motivation
The LHC is placing strong bounds on hadronic final states with missing
transverse energy and/or leptons

I in SUSY benchmark models, mg̃ & TeV in many cases

Bounds are considerably weaker in all-hadronic final states because of large
QCD backgrounds

As a benchmark, we consider a simplified model with gluinos of mass mg̃

decaying to three light-flavor quarks through an R-parity-violating coupling
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Gluinos appear as a 3-jet resonance
I Most of our results can be extended to other numbers of jets and color

configurations
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Boosted final states

If gluinos are boosted, then final state jets are collimated
I Use jet substructure techniques to separate signal from QCD background

Boosted object tagging is conventionally used when the multijet resonances
are produced in a decay chain at some very high momentum

I For example, Z′ production of highly boosted hadronic tops

We argue that, even for hadronic resonances produced predominantly at rest,
it can be possible to tag and study the boosted fraction

I Small number of events, but aggressive substructure cuts can yield high-purity
signal samples

I Look for resonance in jet mass through shape analysis
I Can be competitive with and is complementary to resolved analyses

We also introduce color-flow observables that further enhance S/B
I Excellent signal/background discrimination in highly boosted sample
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Outline

Existing searches for RPV gluinos

Boosted gluino signatures

I Color-flow observables

Monte Carlo study

I Heavy gluino search

I Top-mass gluino search
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Existing searches for RPV gluinos

Resonance searches:

CDF and CMS have looked for 3-jet resonances in 6-jet final states
I Large QCD 6-jet background as well as combinatoric backgtround

Select events with two triplets of jets, each with sum pT � mjjj ; look for
bump in mjjj distribution
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Figure 2: Mass distribution for selected jet triplets. The four-parameter background fit is shown
by the solid line. The NLO expectation for a 300 GeV gluino signal is shown by the dotted line,
and that of a 450 GeV gluino signal by the dash-dotted line. Each of the two is normalized to
the integrated luminosity of the data sample.

a 450 GeV gluino signal are also included as a dotted and dash-dotted line, respectively, and
each are normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample. We choose the width of
bins to equal 10% of the mass value. This yields bin widths in general correspondence with the
expected instrumental mass resolution.

To search for an excess in the number of triplets with respect to the expected background, we
compute the difference between the measured number of triplets observed in each mass bin
and the number of triplets predicted in this bin by the background fit. Figure 3 shows this
difference, normalized to the background prediction (Fig. 3a) and to the uncertainty in the
background prediction (Fig. 3b). In both cases, the predicted background is in agreement with
the data over the full mass range.

Because no excess of events is observed in the measured mass distribution, we proceed to
place upper limits on the cross section times the branching fraction for the production of three-
jet resonances in the data. Both observed and expected limits are calculated using a modified
frequentist CLs method with a one-sided profile likelihood test statistic [27]. The background
model parameters and their corresponding uncertainties are taken from the fit of the four-
parameter background function (Eq. (2)) to the data. The uncertainties on the parameters that
describe the background shape are included as log-normal constraints, and they are 1.3% for P1,
2.2% for P2, 8.6% for P3, with a normalization uncertainty on P0 of 3%. The central value is set
to the best fit value and the width to one standard deviation. The range is truncated at ±3!. In
addition to the background parameters, log-normal constraints are included for the acceptance

Gluino masses excluded:

CDF: mg̃ < 145 GeV

CMS 7 TeV, 5 fb−1:
200 GeV < mg̃ < 460 GeV
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Existing searches for RPV gluinos

Counting experiments:

ATLAS has a recent search that looks for a high multiplicity of hard jets
(arXiv:1210.4813)

I Require 6 anti-kT, R = 0.4 jets with pT > 80− 160 GeV, depending on gluino
mass

I Exclude RPV gluinos up to 666 GeV

First experimental search for exotic boosted colored resonances released in
October!

I Counting experiment (arXiv:1210.4813)

I Look for two fat jets (R = 1), ≥ 4 thin jets (R = 0.4), and place cuts on jet
mass and N -subjettiness

I Exclude gluino masses up to 255 GeV, closing the allowed mass window with
mg̃ ∼ mt left by the CDF and CMS searches
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Existing searches for RPV gluinos

Theoretical study:

Boosted gluino search first considered by Raklev, Salam, Wacker
(arXiv:1005.1229)

I Analysis done for the Tevatron

I Require two hard (pT > 350 GeV) jets that are comparable in mass and
exhibit some substructure (cut on merging scale y1)

I Find that the Tevatron exclusion reach could be as high as 280 GeV for RPV
gluinos (much better than 145 GeV bound from six-jet analysis!)

Boosted gluino fraction smaller at the LHC, so we have to work harder
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Boosted gluino signatures
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RPV gluino signatures

There are two properties of gluino decay that we exploit:

1 Kinematics of the hard final-state partons
I Two “fat” jets reconstructing the same mass

I Each fat jet has three hard centres of radiation corresponding to the three
quark final states of gluino decay

I The pT of the three hardest subjets should be comparable

2 Radiation field from gluino decay
I For gluinos decaying through an off-shell intermediary to three quarks, the

gluino decays after hadronization (i.e. they form R-hadrons)

I Jets in final state should have QCD radiation consistent with their color
singlet configuration
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Color flow in gluino decays
When partons arise from a color-singlet configuration, radiation tends to be
concentrated between them

q q

q q

For RPV gluino decay products, the partons are color-connected to the soft
remnants of the hadronized gluino

I We expect the radiation field to lie between the parton final states and the
direction of the parent gluino
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FIG. 2: (a) The color flow in R-meson (g̃qq) decay due to RPV gluino decay via an intermediate o!-shell squark. (b) and
(c): The two physically distinct possibilities for color flow in R-baryon (g̃qqq) decay. Forward/backward arrows indicate
color/anticolor, which are also indicated with r, g, b.[RE: perhaps increase font size in picture]

in the radiation fields of the three hard subjets of the
fat jet that it may be possible to find evidence of the
overall singlet nature of the R-hadron: there should be
an overall pull towards the center, and possibly between
two fat jets that form a baryonic singlet with part of
the remnant. The actual di!erence in the radiation field
between two boosted gluino fat jets and (say) a kinemati-
cally identical six-quark QCD background event are very
small. Nevertheless, any variable with some distinguish-
ing power between these two cases could be very helpful
in reducing backgrounds for RPV gluino searches. Any
such variable can be viewed as a generalization of existing
dipole-taggers, and could also find application elsewhere.

B. Radial Pull

The distribution of the radiation field of a jet can be
measured with a variable called pull [72], defined as

!t =
!

i

pi
T |ri|
pjet

T

!ri, (1)

where !r is a vector in the " ! # plane pointing from the
jet axis to the ith jet constituent. For the subjets that
appear in the decay of a boosted heavy particle, we define
radial pull as [RE: whatever ends up working best...]

trad =

"
j
!tj · !n

"
j |!tj · !n|

, (radial pull)

where the sum if over all subjets in the fat jet, !tj is the
pull vector for the j-th subject, and !n is the unit vector
from the subjet axis to the fat jet center, i.e. the di!er-
ence between the subjet’s and fat jet’s four-momentum
vector, normalized to unity.

[RE: add more words about meaning... and maybe
refer to figure]

C. Axis Contraction

A second variable to measure the QCD radiation pat-
tern of a boosted heavy particle exploits previously un-

explored properties of N -subjettiness, $!N [64], which we

first review briefly. $!N can be used to determine the
number of distinct subjet-like features contained within
a fat jet. It is an average of the pT’s of jet-constituent
particles, weighted by the distance to a set of N axes,

$!N " 1

d0

!

i

pT imin
#
("R1,i)

! , . . . , ("RN,i)
!
$
, (2)

where d0 is a normalization factor [RE: what is it?] and
the sum is over all jet constituent particles i. Inherent in

the definition of $!N is a choice of N axes labelled by a =
1, . . . , N . "Ra,i is the distance in the "!# plane between
axis a and constituent i, and the axes are chosen in each

instance to minimize the value of $!N [66] unless indicated
otherwise. % is a free parameter that determines the

4

(a) (b)

FIG. 3: Exaggerated schematic representation of our hypothesis for the shape of the radiation pattern resulting from the
R-hadron decays in Fig. 2 in the ! ! " plane. The first radiation pattern from R-hadron formation with its resolved color
connection to the beam is shown in purple at the center. The centers of the hard jets from RPV gluino decay are shown in
red, with orange indicating the shape of the soft radiation pattern resulting from the second round of hadronization. Squares
and circles indicate the location of axes minimizing #!=1

3 and #!=2
3 respectively, and the cross marks the fat jet centroid, i.e.

the original R-hadron direction. (a) corresponds to the R-meson and the first R-baryon possibility, with two fat jets forming a
baryonic singlet with part of the beam remnants, while (b) only occurs for the second R-baryon possibility. The second pattern
is of limited importance, since R-baryons make up only " 1% of produced R-hadrons [91].

distance weighting in the sum, and is typically taken to
be between 1 and 2.

!!N characterizes the concentration of the jet con-
stituents around the given axes. By comparing val-
ues of !N for di!erent N , it is possible to characterize
the number of subjets in the event. For example, if
!21 ! !2/!1 " 1, the radiation in the jet is clustered
around two separate axes within the jet, implying that
the jet contains two prominent subjets. By contrast, if
!21 # 1, then the radiation is distributed fairly evenly
around the central jet axis and is not well characterized
by two subjets. The ratio !21 is useful for tagging jets
from the decay of a boosted W -boson, whereas the ratio
!32 ! !3/!2 can isolate jets with three distinct subjets,
which is useful to tag boosted top quarks [25, 27, 64, 66].

One can define a novel variable that is based on the
"-variance of the axes which minimize !!N . Consider a
fat jet with N well-defined subjets. We denote the a =

1, . . . , N axes which minimize !!N by

#R!
a,N ! ($!a,N ,%!

a,N ) . (3)

If the soft radiation field of a subjet associated with axis
a is skewed towards one side, then the axis is shifted away
from the center of the subjet, and this shift is more pro-
nounced for higher values of ". Therefore, for example,

the vector "#R!!!

a,N ! #R!
a,N $ #R!!

a,N should point in the

direction of the skew for " > "!. Axis contraction is a
scalar quantity that is expected to capture this behavior,

and is defined as

"R!!!

N =

N!

a=1

"""#R!
a,N $ #Rcen

"""

N!

a=1

"""#R!!

a,N $ #Rcen

"""
$ 1 , (axis contraction)

(4)

where #Rcen marks the fat jet centroid, i.e. the fat jet 4-
momentum vector, in the $ $ % plane, and " > "!. We
usually choose (","!) = (2, 1).

"R!!!

N measures whether the subjet radiation fields are
skewed towards or away from the fat jet centroid. If the

!!N axes shift towards (away) from the centroid of the fat

jet as " is changed from 1 to 2, then "R!!!

N is smaller
(larger) than 0. In particular, it should be sensitive to
the radiation pattern of a fat jet that is an overall color
singlet, but contains several hard subjets. In our case
of boosted gluino R-hadrons decaying to three jets, we
expect "R21

3 to be, on average, smaller for signal fat
jets with the correct combinatorics (i.e. where all three
subjets actually come from the decay of a single gluino)
than for kinematically identical QCD or tt̄ background
fat jets, or signal fat jets that accidentally contain de-
cay products from both gluinos or are contaminated with
hard QCD background jets. However, the idea of using
N -subjettiness axes shifting under a change of " to track
color flow is very general. One could imagine using "R21

2

as a dipole tagger, for example. We will investigate this
further in [97].

We introduce two new variables to quantify this: radial pull and axis
contraction
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explored properties of N -subjettiness, $!N [64], which we

first review briefly. $!N can be used to determine the
number of distinct subjet-like features contained within
a fat jet. It is an average of the pT’s of jet-constituent
particles, weighted by the distance to a set of N axes,

$!N " 1

d0

!

i

pT imin
#
("R1,i)

! , . . . , ("RN,i)
!
$
, (2)

where d0 is a normalization factor [RE: what is it?] and
the sum is over all jet constituent particles i. Inherent in

the definition of $!N is a choice of N axes labelled by a =
1, . . . , N . "Ra,i is the distance in the "!# plane between
axis a and constituent i, and the axes are chosen in each

instance to minimize the value of $!N [66] unless indicated
otherwise. % is a free parameter that determines the
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FIG. 3: Exaggerated schematic representation of our hypothesis for the shape of the radiation pattern resulting from the
R-hadron decays in Fig. 2 in the ! ! " plane. The first radiation pattern from R-hadron formation with its resolved color
connection to the beam is shown in purple at the center. The centers of the hard jets from RPV gluino decay are shown in
red, with orange indicating the shape of the soft radiation pattern resulting from the second round of hadronization. Squares
and circles indicate the location of axes minimizing #!=1

3 and #!=2
3 respectively, and the cross marks the fat jet centroid, i.e.

the original R-hadron direction. (a) corresponds to the R-meson and the first R-baryon possibility, with two fat jets forming a
baryonic singlet with part of the beam remnants, while (b) only occurs for the second R-baryon possibility. The second pattern
is of limited importance, since R-baryons make up only " 1% of produced R-hadrons [91].

distance weighting in the sum, and is typically taken to
be between 1 and 2.

!!N characterizes the concentration of the jet con-
stituents around the given axes. By comparing val-
ues of !N for di!erent N , it is possible to characterize
the number of subjets in the event. For example, if
!21 ! !2/!1 " 1, the radiation in the jet is clustered
around two separate axes within the jet, implying that
the jet contains two prominent subjets. By contrast, if
!21 # 1, then the radiation is distributed fairly evenly
around the central jet axis and is not well characterized
by two subjets. The ratio !21 is useful for tagging jets
from the decay of a boosted W -boson, whereas the ratio
!32 ! !3/!2 can isolate jets with three distinct subjets,
which is useful to tag boosted top quarks [25, 27, 64, 66].

One can define a novel variable that is based on the
"-variance of the axes which minimize !!N . Consider a
fat jet with N well-defined subjets. We denote the a =

1, . . . , N axes which minimize !!N by

#R!
a,N ! ($!a,N ,%!

a,N ) . (3)

If the soft radiation field of a subjet associated with axis
a is skewed towards one side, then the axis is shifted away
from the center of the subjet, and this shift is more pro-
nounced for higher values of ". Therefore, for example,

the vector "#R!!!

a,N ! #R!
a,N $ #R!!

a,N should point in the

direction of the skew for " > "!. Axis contraction is a
scalar quantity that is expected to capture this behavior,

and is defined as
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N =

N!

a=1

"""#R!
a,N $ #Rcen

"""

N!

a=1

"""#R!!

a,N $ #Rcen

"""
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where #Rcen marks the fat jet centroid, i.e. the fat jet 4-
momentum vector, in the $ $ % plane, and " > "!. We
usually choose (","!) = (2, 1).

"R!!!

N measures whether the subjet radiation fields are
skewed towards or away from the fat jet centroid. If the

!!N axes shift towards (away) from the centroid of the fat

jet as " is changed from 1 to 2, then "R!!!

N is smaller
(larger) than 0. In particular, it should be sensitive to
the radiation pattern of a fat jet that is an overall color
singlet, but contains several hard subjets. In our case
of boosted gluino R-hadrons decaying to three jets, we
expect "R21

3 to be, on average, smaller for signal fat
jets with the correct combinatorics (i.e. where all three
subjets actually come from the decay of a single gluino)
than for kinematically identical QCD or tt̄ background
fat jets, or signal fat jets that accidentally contain de-
cay products from both gluinos or are contaminated with
hard QCD background jets. However, the idea of using
N -subjettiness axes shifting under a change of " to track
color flow is very general. One could imagine using "R21

2

as a dipole tagger, for example. We will investigate this
further in [97].

We introduce two new variables to quantify this: radial pull and axis
contraction
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Color flow in gluino decays
When partons arise from a color-singlet configuration, radiation tends to be
concentrated between them

q q

q q

For RPV gluino decay products, the partons are color-connected to the soft
remnants of the hadronized gluino

I We expect the radiation field to lie between the parton final states and the
direction of the parent gluino
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FIG. 2: (a) The color flow in R-meson (g̃qq) decay due to RPV gluino decay via an intermediate o!-shell squark. (b) and
(c): The two physically distinct possibilities for color flow in R-baryon (g̃qqq) decay. Forward/backward arrows indicate
color/anticolor, which are also indicated with r, g, b.[RE: perhaps increase font size in picture]
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"
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vector, normalized to unity.
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connection to the beam is shown in purple at the center. The centers of the hard jets from RPV gluino decay are shown in
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and circles indicate the location of axes minimizing #!=1

3 and #!=2
3 respectively, and the cross marks the fat jet centroid, i.e.

the original R-hadron direction. (a) corresponds to the R-meson and the first R-baryon possibility, with two fat jets forming a
baryonic singlet with part of the beam remnants, while (b) only occurs for the second R-baryon possibility. The second pattern
is of limited importance, since R-baryons make up only " 1% of produced R-hadrons [91].

distance weighting in the sum, and is typically taken to
be between 1 and 2.

!!N characterizes the concentration of the jet con-
stituents around the given axes. By comparing val-
ues of !N for di!erent N , it is possible to characterize
the number of subjets in the event. For example, if
!21 ! !2/!1 " 1, the radiation in the jet is clustered
around two separate axes within the jet, implying that
the jet contains two prominent subjets. By contrast, if
!21 # 1, then the radiation is distributed fairly evenly
around the central jet axis and is not well characterized
by two subjets. The ratio !21 is useful for tagging jets
from the decay of a boosted W -boson, whereas the ratio
!32 ! !3/!2 can isolate jets with three distinct subjets,
which is useful to tag boosted top quarks [25, 27, 64, 66].

One can define a novel variable that is based on the
"-variance of the axes which minimize !!N . Consider a
fat jet with N well-defined subjets. We denote the a =

1, . . . , N axes which minimize !!N by

#R!
a,N ! ($!a,N ,%!

a,N ) . (3)

If the soft radiation field of a subjet associated with axis
a is skewed towards one side, then the axis is shifted away
from the center of the subjet, and this shift is more pro-
nounced for higher values of ". Therefore, for example,

the vector "#R!!!

a,N ! #R!
a,N $ #R!!

a,N should point in the

direction of the skew for " > "!. Axis contraction is a
scalar quantity that is expected to capture this behavior,

and is defined as
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where #Rcen marks the fat jet centroid, i.e. the fat jet 4-
momentum vector, in the $ $ % plane, and " > "!. We
usually choose (","!) = (2, 1).

"R!!!

N measures whether the subjet radiation fields are
skewed towards or away from the fat jet centroid. If the

!!N axes shift towards (away) from the centroid of the fat

jet as " is changed from 1 to 2, then "R!!!

N is smaller
(larger) than 0. In particular, it should be sensitive to
the radiation pattern of a fat jet that is an overall color
singlet, but contains several hard subjets. In our case
of boosted gluino R-hadrons decaying to three jets, we
expect "R21

3 to be, on average, smaller for signal fat
jets with the correct combinatorics (i.e. where all three
subjets actually come from the decay of a single gluino)
than for kinematically identical QCD or tt̄ background
fat jets, or signal fat jets that accidentally contain de-
cay products from both gluinos or are contaminated with
hard QCD background jets. However, the idea of using
N -subjettiness axes shifting under a change of " to track
color flow is very general. One could imagine using "R21

2

as a dipole tagger, for example. We will investigate this
further in [97].

We introduce two new variables to quantify this: radial pull and axis
contraction
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Variable: Radial Pull

There exists a pull vector for each subjet: (Gallicchio, Schwartz,
arXiv:1001.5027)
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FIG. 3: Exaggerated schematic representation of our hypothesis for the shape of the radiation pattern resulting from the
R-hadron decays in Fig. 2 in the ! ! " plane. The first radiation pattern from R-hadron formation with its resolved color
connection to the beam is shown in purple at the center. The centers of the hard jets from RPV gluino decay are shown in
red, with orange indicating the shape of the soft radiation pattern resulting from the second round of hadronization. Squares
and circles indicate the location of axes minimizing #!=1

3 and #!=2
3 respectively, and the cross marks the fat jet centroid, i.e.

the original R-hadron direction. (a) corresponds to the R-meson and the first R-baryon possibility, with two fat jets forming a
baryonic singlet with part of the beam remnants, while (b) only occurs for the second R-baryon possibility. The second pattern
is of limited importance, since R-baryons make up only " 1% of produced R-hadrons [91].

distance weighting in the sum, and is typically taken to
be between 1 and 2.

!!N characterizes the concentration of the jet con-
stituents around the given axes. By comparing val-
ues of !N for di!erent N , it is possible to characterize
the number of subjets in the event. For example, if
!21 ! !2/!1 " 1, the radiation in the jet is clustered
around two separate axes within the jet, implying that
the jet contains two prominent subjets. By contrast, if
!21 # 1, then the radiation is distributed fairly evenly
around the central jet axis and is not well characterized
by two subjets. The ratio !21 is useful for tagging jets
from the decay of a boosted W -boson, whereas the ratio
!32 ! !3/!2 can isolate jets with three distinct subjets,
which is useful to tag boosted top quarks [25, 27, 64, 66].

One can define a novel variable that is based on the
"-variance of the axes which minimize !!N . Consider a
fat jet with N well-defined subjets. We denote the a =

1, . . . , N axes which minimize !!N by
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If the soft radiation field of a subjet associated with axis
a is skewed towards one side, then the axis is shifted away
from the center of the subjet, and this shift is more pro-
nounced for higher values of ". Therefore, for example,

the vector "#R!!!

a,N ! #R!
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where #Rcen marks the fat jet centroid, i.e. the fat jet 4-
momentum vector, in the $ $ % plane, and " > "!. We
usually choose (","!) = (2, 1).

"R!!!

N measures whether the subjet radiation fields are
skewed towards or away from the fat jet centroid. If the

!!N axes shift towards (away) from the centroid of the fat

jet as " is changed from 1 to 2, then "R!!!

N is smaller
(larger) than 0. In particular, it should be sensitive to
the radiation pattern of a fat jet that is an overall color
singlet, but contains several hard subjets. In our case
of boosted gluino R-hadrons decaying to three jets, we
expect "R21

3 to be, on average, smaller for signal fat
jets with the correct combinatorics (i.e. where all three
subjets actually come from the decay of a single gluino)
than for kinematically identical QCD or tt̄ background
fat jets, or signal fat jets that accidentally contain de-
cay products from both gluinos or are contaminated with
hard QCD background jets. However, the idea of using
N -subjettiness axes shifting under a change of " to track
color flow is very general. One could imagine using "R21

2

as a dipole tagger, for example. We will investigate this
further in [97].

Subjet pulls tend to point in
toward the fat jet center

Background tends to have
more color connection with
beam, some pulls point
outward
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momentum vector, in the $ $ % plane, and " > "!. We
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the radiation pattern of a fat jet that is an overall color
singlet, but contains several hard subjets. In our case
of boosted gluino R-hadrons decaying to three jets, we
expect "R21

3 to be, on average, smaller for signal fat
jets with the correct combinatorics (i.e. where all three
subjets actually come from the decay of a single gluino)
than for kinematically identical QCD or tt̄ background
fat jets, or signal fat jets that accidentally contain de-
cay products from both gluinos or are contaminated with
hard QCD background jets. However, the idea of using
N -subjettiness axes shifting under a change of " to track
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New variable: Radial pull

We propose a new variable called radial pull (tr), which quantifies whether
the pull vectors point towards the fat jet center:

tr = − 1

N

N∑

i=1

t̂i · r̂i

I t̂i is the unit vector of the i-th subjet pull
I r̂i is the unit vector pointing from the subjet to the fat jet center
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Variable: N -subjettiness
We also define a color-flow observable based on N -subjettiness

N -subjettiness: given a set of N axes,

τ
(β)
N =

1

d0

∑

i∈jet
pT i min[(∆Ri1)β , . . . , (∆RiN )β ]

d0 =
∑

i∈jet
pT iR

β
0

I R0 is the radius used to cluster the fat jet
I ∆Rij is the distance in the η-φ plane between particle i and axis j

τN ∼ 1 if most of the radiation in the jet is far from any of the N axes

The parameter β weights radiation far from any axis in a different way
I Varying β can be used to study the shape of the radiation

We use the N axes that minimize τβN for a given β
I Use minimization technique of Thaler and van Tilburg, arXiv:1108.2701
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Variable: N -subjettiness
We can use N -subjettiness to quantify how 3-pronged events look

I It turns out that it’s better to look at ratios of N -subjettiness
(τNN−1 ≡ τN/τN−1)

I A sudden drop in τN with N indicates that N -subjettiness has locked onto the
“correct” number of subjets
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Figure 2: Distributions of (a) !1 and (b) !2 for boosted W and QCD jets. For these plots, we

impose an invariant mass window of 65 GeV < mjet < 95 GeV on jets of R = 0.6, pT > 300 GeV,

and |"| < 1.3. By themselves, the !N do not o!er that much discriminating power for boosted

objects beyond the invariant mass cut.
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Figure 3: (a): Distribution of !2/!1 for boosted W and QCD jets. The selection criteria are the

same as in Fig. 2. One sees that the !2/!1 ratio gives considerable separation between W jets and

QCD jets beyond the invariant mass cut. (b): Density plot in the !1–!2 plane. Marker sizes are

proportional to the number of jets in a given bin. In principle, a multivariate cut in the !1–!2 plane

would give further distinguishing power.

to have large !1, QCD jets with a di!use spray of large angle radiation can also have large

!1, as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, those QCD jets with large !1 typically have large values

of !2 as well, so it is in fact the ratio !2/!1 which is the preferred discriminating variable.

As seen in Fig. 3(a), W jets have smaller !2/!1 values than QCD jets. Of course, one can

also use the full set of !N values in a multivariate analysis, as suggested by Fig. 3(b), and

we will briefly explore this possibility in Sec. 3.4.

As mentioned in the introduction, N -subjettiness is adapted from the similar quantity

N -jettiness introduced in Ref. [28]. There are three important di!erences: the sum over

k only runs over the hadrons in a particular jet and not over the entire event, we do not

have candidate (sub)jets corresponding to the beam directions, and our distance measure

– 5 –

(Thaler, Van Tilburg, arXiv:1011.2268)
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New variable: Axis contraction

τ
(β)
N =

1

d0

∑

i∈jet
pT i min[(∆Ri1)β , . . . , (∆RiN )β ]

The parameter β is sensitive to shape of radiation

I A larger value of β makes τβN more sensitive to distant, softer radiation

I When determining N -subjettiness axes by minimizing τβN , different values of β
will give different axes depending on the radiation shape in the jet

Define axis pull, ∆~Rββ
′

i,N :
4

(a) (b)

FIG. 3: Exaggerated schematic representation of our hypothesis for the shape of the radiation pattern resulting from the
R-hadron decays in Fig. 2 in the ! ! " plane. The first radiation pattern from R-hadron formation with its resolved color
connection to the beam is shown in purple at the center. The centers of the hard jets from RPV gluino decay are shown in
red, with orange indicating the shape of the soft radiation pattern resulting from the second round of hadronization. Squares
and circles indicate the location of axes minimizing #!=1

3 and #!=2
3 respectively, and the cross marks the fat jet centroid, i.e.

the original R-hadron direction. (a) corresponds to the R-meson and the first R-baryon possibility, with two fat jets forming a
baryonic singlet with part of the beam remnants, while (b) only occurs for the second R-baryon possibility. The second pattern
is of limited importance, since R-baryons make up only " 1% of produced R-hadrons [91].

N -subjettiness could be used as a jet finding algorithm.
Our variable will be based on the !-variance of the axes

which minimize "!N .
To find the centers of hard subjets, a value of ! close to

1 tends to work best, since it makes the weighted average
sensitive to the hardest radiation in the center of the sub-
jet without introducing singularities into the minimiza-
tion measure. Increasing the value of ! to ! 2 makes
the minimization more analytically tractable but tends
to make the variable more sensitive to the extended ra-
diation field further away from the axes, something that
can shift the axes away from the centers of hard sub-
jets. The dependence of the N -subjettiness axes on !
is therefore sensitive to the shape of the radiation field
and, potentially, the color flow structure outlined in Sec-
tion II A.

Suppose we have a fat jet with N well-defined subjets.
Let

#R!
a,N = ($!a,N ,%!

a,N ) (2)

define the a = 1, . . . , N axes which minimize "!N . If the
soft radiation field of a subjet associated with axis a is
skewed towards one side, then the axis is shifted away
from the center of the subjet, and this shift is more pro-
nounced for higher values of !. Therefore, the axis shift,

!#R!!!

a,N :

!#R!!!

a,N = #R!
a,N " #R!!

a,N (3)

should point in the direction of the skew for (!,!!) =
(2, 1).

In measuring the skew of a subjet radiation field, the
purpose of this variable is similar to that of pull [72],
which is defined as

#t =
!

i

pi
T |ri|
pjet

T

#ri, (4)

where #r is a vector in the $ " % plane pointing from the
jet axis to the ith constituent. We will be comparing the
two in our analysis, but because the N -subjettiness axes
are independent of any clustering algorithm, we expect
our axis shift variable (3) to be potentially more robust
than pull, which may be sensitive to the details of the
jet clustering scheme. [BS: Futhermore, because we can
compare two di"erent observables for each event, it may
be possible to extract color flow information independent
of the kinematics of the event.]

Using axis shift (3), we now define axis contraction

(!R!!!

N ), a variable specifically designed to detect multi-
pronged fat jets that are overall color singlets:

!R!!!

N =

N!

a=1

"""#R!
a,N " #Rcen

"""

N!

a=1

"""#R!!

a,N " #Rcen

"""
, (5)

where #Rcen marks the fat jet centroid, i.e. the fat jet
4-momentum vector, in the $ " % plane.

Axis contraction measures whether the subjet radia-
tion fields are skewed towards or away from the fat jet

∆~Rββ
′

i,N = ~Rβi,N − ~Rβ
′

i,N

~Rβi,N is the position of i-th
subjet found by minimizing
τβN
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New variable: Axis contraction

From axis pull, we can define axis contraction, Aββ
′

N
I Axis contraction quantifies to what degree the subjet axes move inward

toward the fat-jet center

Aββ
′

N =

∑
i |~R

β
i,N − ~Rfat jet|

∑
i |~R

β′
i,N − ~Rfat jet|
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Could be useful when subjets
are merged
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Monte Carlo study
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Event generation

We consider two ranges of gluino masses:

“Heavy” gluinos: mg̃ = 450− 1000 GeV
I To determine mass reach of boosted searches

“Top-mass”: mg̃ ∼ mt

I Sample of highly boosted gluinos to demonstrate efficacy of jet substructure
and color-flow observables

Signal events were generated in a developmental version of Pythia8 (thanks
to Peter Skands and Torbjorn Sjostrand - now released as 8.170)

I Simultaneously includes gluino hadronization and RPV decay

Cross sections calculated at NLO using Prospino

Backgrounds:

Generated matched, weighted background samples in Sherpa 1.4.0
I QCD: 2+up to 4 matched jets at parton-level
I tt̄: hadronic decays, up to 2 additional jets at parton-level
I ∼ 50− 100 million events for each
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Event generation

Analysis done using FastJet 3.0.2 with the N -subjettiness plug-in

We validated our backgrounds with unfolded data from ATLAS substructure
analyses at 7 TeV, 35 pb−1 (arXiv:1203.4606)

I Extracted K-factor of 2 for background normalization

For jets in 300-400 GeV bin: (similar results for other pT)
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Pile-up

We do not explicitly include pile-up in our analysis

We verified that applying jet grooming algorithms did not affect total
efficiencies of kinematic cuts

I Used jet trimming with R = 0.4, fcut = 0.02− 0.05 (depending on jet pT)

I Found that distributions shifted, but could choose value for cuts that give
comparable signal/background efficiencies

Color-flow variables depend on soft radiation concentrated around subjet
centers

I Use only particles within ∆R = 0.4 of subjet center to minimize effects of
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Analysis strategy

Our cuts are:

I Pass triggers
F Heavy: HT & 850 GeV along with one R = 0.4, pT > 200 GeV jet (100%

efficiency for signal)
F Top-mass: six R = 0.4 jets with pT > 60 GeV (low signal efficiency)

I Two fat (R = 1.5) anti-kT jets with pT cut optimized for mg̃

I τ32 < 0.5

I Jets have comparable mass

sm ≡ |m1 −m2|
(m1 +m2)/2

< 0.1

I Democratic pT of subjets

h31 ≡ pT3

pT1
> 0.2

I Cut on radial pull (top-mass) or axis contraction (heavy)
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Heavy gluino analysis
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Cut flow for 650 GeV gluino

8 TeV, 20 fb−1

Initial sample:
I Fat jet pT > 600 GeV
I τ32 < 0.7
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MJ @GeVD
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Cut flow for 650 GeV gluino
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Cut flow for 650 GeV gluino

QCD top g� HTL g� HFL

The “kinematic” cuts give
the distribution at right

Adding a soft cut on axis
contraction cleans up
distribution (see below)
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Shape analysis results

Perform shape analysis for range of gluino masses 450− 1000 GeV to
determine exclusion reach

At 20 fb−1:

With color cuts:
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Expected exclusion is ∼ 750 GeV (∼ 650 GeV) at 20 fb−1 (5 fb−1)

Mass reach is similar to that from ATLAS resolved search

Color-flow cuts improve exclusion at lower masses and improves distribution
shape, possibly reducing systematics
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Top-mass gluino analysis
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Analysis details

Much higher cross section and boosted fraction, can afford harsher cuts
I For example, a cut on radial pull has signal efficiency of 12%, but combinatoric

background/top mistag rate of 2% and QCD mistag rate of 0.2%!

Initial sample:
I Fat jet pT > 200 GeV
I τ32 < 0.7
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Cut flow for top-mass GeV gluino

QCD top g� HTL g� HFL

The “kinematic” cuts give
the distribution at right
(S/B ∼ 3)

Adding a harsh cut on radial
pull leaves almost no
background!
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Analysis details

Compare with recent ATLAS results for mg̃ = 175 GeV

I ATLAS excludes Br(g̃ → qqq) < 0.25 at 95% C.L. with 7 TeV, 5 fb−1

I Our analysis would exclude Br(g̃ → qqq) < 0.15 at 95% C.L. with 8 TeV, 5
fb−1 and Br(g̃ → qqq) < 0.05 at 20 fb−1

We show that harsh cuts on a combination of substructure and color-flow
observables can give an extremely pure sample of gluinos

I Could be useful if evidence for new physics found in hadronic final states!
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Conclusions

Boosted searches provide a complementary way to study all-hadronic final
states

I Independent systematics from resolved analyses and other resonance searches
I Higher S/B
I Can be competitive with resolved searches, even at higher masses
I Good way to tag new-physics events

Color-flow observables can be powerful!
I First study of color-flow pattern from R-hadron decay
I Introduced new observables

F Radial pull, generalizing pull-based dipole taggers
F Axis contraction, based on N -subjettiness

I Distributions of color-flow observables largely independent of kinematics

Future work: explore other applications for these methods
I g̃ → qq̄χ̃0, χ̃0 → udd
I h→ gg?
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Back-up slides
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